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From the

President’s Desk…

I

t’s ‘go time’ at Metropolitan National Bank.

By that I mean we’re poised to execute on several growth initiatives
that have been in development for the past few years. We’re moving
from a ‘strategic mode’ to an ‘execution mode.’ I’m excited to share
with you what I mean by that, the steps we’ve taken to get to this
point, and where I believe we’re headed.
Mark R. DeFazio
President and CEO

We’re now prepared to take Metropolitan National Bank to its next
level – to be a billion-dollar institution. Since the Bank’s inception,
we’ve grown from three employees to 144 employees. We’ve grown
to nearly $600 million in assets. We’ve created procedures and policies

We’ve also recruited Karen Rojeski to serve as our Chief Credit Risk
Officer. She’s here to ensure that we scale and diversify the portfolio
and that we remain focused on our true mission and strategic direction – maintaining our very high standard of credit risk management.
This is a strategic position, and Karen will help make us efficient and
keep us focused so we can continue to grow without interruption.
Also on the risk management side of our business, we elevated Mike
Guarino to General Counsel and Senior Vice President of Operations
Risk Management. This is another strategic role, and Mike will help
ensure compliance with our enterprise risk management initiatives.
(continued on page 2)

that keep the bureaucracy to a minimum while maximizing service to
clients; we’ve built systems and invested in technology that make us
efficient in what we offer our clients; we’ve worked with regulators to
return to a regulatory equilibrium; and we’ve developed products and
services that contribute to the success of our clients.
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From the

President’s Desk…
(continued from page 1)

In addition to beefing up our risk management team, we’ve made real

I’m also excited that we’ve participated in some very large syndicated

progress with the regulators. In the past I’ve talked about establishing

loans with top-tier banks. While this isn’t our core business, it reassures

a regulatory equilibrium, and I believe we’re almost at that point. This

us that we’re relevant and well-respected in the marketplace. It is

move is helping us take the Bank to its next level, to reach its potential.

unprecedented for a community bank to be included in such deals.

Getting to that point means we can once again reallocate human and
financial resources to the business of growing the Bank.
The State of the Bank

Economic Outlook
I continue to be cautiously optimistic about the economy. I’m still
quite concerned about real, tangible progress abroad. What we need

The Bank’s financial results year-to-date
will show very positive earnings, ahead of
budget, and the rest of year looks fairly promising despite an economy that continues to
be, at best, anemic. On the retail side, the
branches continue to perform, and deposits

“We’ve participated in some very large
syndicated loans with top-tier banks.
This reassures us that we’re relevant
and well-respected in the marketplace.”

continue to grow.
We’ve developed some new verticals at CashZone that are beginning
to bear fruit. We’ve been building up to it for quarters, but we’re now
signing up new account relationships for distribution of CashZone’s
prepaid debit card. I expect we’ll shortly be a national company,
insofar as CashZone is concerned, and that we’ll see positive contributions to income from this business in 2012.

to do is insulate ourselves from any further shocks in the European
economy by shoring up the U.S. economy, stimulating growth, especially in manufacturing, reducing unemployment and strengthening
our GDP. While I don’t see much progress being made by Washington
prior to the November 2012 election, I’m hopeful that once the election is behind us our leaders will put this country first, put bipartisan
nonsense behind us, and use this country’s intelligence and resolve

“We’ve built systems and invested in
technology that make us efficient in
what we offer our clients. ”
The asset quality of our loan portfolio continues to improve, and we’ve

and get us back to being an economic power.
Thank you for your continued support. I’m excited about what the
remainder of 2012 and 2013 will mean to Metropolitan National Bank.
We’ve spent several years preparing for this next period of growth,
and we’re ready. So let’s get going.

witnessed nice growth in corporate lending. While real estate is still a

Mark R. DeFazio

main driver of earnings and still the single largest profit center of this

President and CEO

institution, we continue to reposition the balance sheet to spread the
risk. On the corporate side of the balance sheet, we’ve gained market
share in healthcare and lending for taxi medallions. I’m pleased with
the amount of new business we’ve generated in the first quarter.
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Managing Legal

and Other Enterprise-Wide Risks

S

erving Metropolitan National Bank as General Counsel and Senior

Vice President, Operations Risk Management, Michael Guarino says

have implications for the Bank if a product or service doesn’t pan out

that here and now is in an “interesting place and a challenging time”

the way the Bank anticipated.”

to be in banking.

Michael Guarino
General Counsel and
Senior Vice President,
Operations Risk
Management

ones, called strategic and reputational risk,” he continues. “These can

Looking at all areas of potential risk is considered ‘enterprise-wide risk

Mike started with the Bank in January 2009 as in-house counsel after

management’, and Mike adds, “In the current regulatory environment,

30-plus years in banking and compliance. “Big banks, mid-sized banks,

the OCC is very interested that banks focus on risk management across

hybrid banks – I’ve seen it all,” he says, “but I’ve come to realize that

all lines of business, rather than on a narrow, silo-based approach.”

the small-to-midsize bank environment I’m currently in provides the
greatest sense of meaningful participation in the process.”
The title of General Counsel was created in January 2012. “For Mark
[DeFazio] to take the Bank to the next level, he knew that legal needs
would become paramount and that the Bank needed somebody
internal to handle the day-to-day legal issues while coordinating with
outside counsel.”

The challenge, Mike explains, “is to find ways to do business in new
but continually prudent ways that are appropriate for the risk profile
of the Bank. That’s the balancing act that we’re staying focused on.”
A large part of Mike’s day-to-day work involves managing the approximately 150 third-party vendors the Bank contracts with for the various
things that make the Bank and CashZone run smoothly. A vendor is
vetted by the Risk Management Committee when involved with a

But that’s only one hat Mike wears at Metropolitan National Bank.

proposed new product or service. “The Committee ensures that the

He’s also the liaison to the compliance team. “I work with our compli-

manager who is proposing the new product or service comes to the

ance officer, Pat Ericsson, dealing with ongoing regulatory issues,

table with a thorough assessment on the vendor’s management team,

often dealing with regulatory developments and how to interpret

financial strength of the company, what its area of expertise is, what that

their impact on the Bank and our subsidiary, CashZone.”

vendor will bring to the table, and the potential impact it can have on

His third hat, and it’s a major one, is risk management. “When I joined the

the various risk categories the regulators are going to be interested in.””

bank in 2009, a risk management process was in its early stages of devel-

CashZone Creates Unique Challenges

opment. I worked with senior management to further formalize and

Mike explains that the reason CashZone became part of Metropolitan

expand it and now head up the Risk Management Committee, which over-

National Bank was “management’s belief that there was an important

sees all new products and services the Bank and CashZone are proposing

niche in the marketplace – the unbanked and the under-banked –

to offer to the public. CashZone is a large part of the activity right now.”

folks who are at the crossroads of the economy. They don’t have a

One of Mike’s top priorities is staying on top of risk management. “After

typical bank account relationship and therefore access the financial

the economic downturn and foreclosure crisis, regulators have really had

marketplace through entities like CashZone.”

to take a much closer look at every institution, especially smaller banks,

What’s happened in the past five years, however, has been a boon for

community banks, even though the crisis really started at larger banks.”

the Bank. “The big area of growth is the prepaid card industry. Most

“After the economic downturn and foreclosure crisis, regulators have had to take
a much closer look at every institution.”
Mike adds that Metropolitan National Bank, although viewed by
regulators as a community bank, is “not a traditional community
bank.” Instead, he considers Metropolitan National Bank to be a small
commercial bank targeting mid- and upper-mid-sized borrowers.
Mike explains that there are a number of levels of risk involved in every
product or service proposed, including legal, compliance, credit, operational, liquidity and interest rate risk. “Then there’s the overall impact

government benefits are eliminating payment via paper checks and
moving to prepaid cards, and for a lot of companies the card is more
cost- effective than issuing traditional payroll checks.”
He adds, “The by-product is that there’s more regulatory scrutiny, so we
have to deal with more regulatory guidance in this area.”
As a nationally chartered bank that can issue prepaid debit cards, and
through its subsidiary, which manages the programs, we offer a combination that a lot of banks can’t. “
The other side of the compliance equation of CashZone, Mike explains,
is that some of the Bank’s activities with CashZone meet the Bank’s
Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) requirements. “We are giving
access to banking products to the under-banked, often low-income
market. I have to say, that gives me a sense of satisfaction.”
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New Business

From a Seasoned Pro

G

eorge Jarvis has held every job imaginable in lending over a

storied career, then joined Metropolitan National Bank in January 2012

clients because of changing bank strategies, while others have ‘lender

as a Senior Marketing Officer. On being hired, he told President and

fatigue’ from companies struggling through the weak economy.

CEO Mark DeFazio, “I just want to go out and get business for you.”

George explains that lender fatigue happens when a bank’s client

Since he’s been in banking his whole career, with several decades
serving Manhattan businesses under his belt, this may prove to be
George Jarvis
Senior Marketing
Officer

Larger banks, he explains, have been purging some of their smaller

not too difficult.
“I’m having a blast,” George says. “Mark has a team of people here on
the commercial side of the lending business, and they’re good at what
they do. What I can do for them, and for the Bank, is use my years of
experience and market presence and help build a pipeline for our
lenders and drive deposit opportunities to the branches.”
George has spent the first several months of 2012 reintroducing himself
to the marketplace – specifically, to centers of influence, owners of
companies, chief financial officers and private equity firms, because, he
explains, “these are the people who need money.” He entertains them
with the success story that is Metropolitan National Bank.

“I can help build a pipeline for our
lenders and drive deposit opportunities
to the branches.”
He says that he’s sometimes just walking around Manhattan and recognizes individuals with whom he used to bank. “I go back to the office,

does well for several years but then struggles during a particularly
difficult period, like the one most industries have experienced these
past couple of years.
“So the loan goes to the workout group, whose one job is to work the
loan out of the bank. They’re not trying to rehab the loan to get it back
on line; they have no relationship with the company,” George says. “But
fast forward to now. These companies are getting back on their feet
and can prove to be successful relationships for us.”
While George has no direct involvement with the Bank’s checkcashing subsidiary, CashZone, he’s always on the lookout to direct
business its way. “The payroll product they’ve got, the prepaid debit
card, is perfect for all kinds of businesses that employ large numbers
of people – caterers, restaurants, nursing homes. A lot of these
employees fall into the under-banked population, and they might not
have a checking account, so the prepaid debit card is a great solution.
Metropolitan National Bank certainly has an advantage in being able
to offer this product.”
George says that during his career he’s lent to every industry there
is except auto and farming. “I’ve done a lot of different loans. Most
companies have the same issues – accounting, insurance, employee,
to buy or to rent – they’re just making a different product or service.”

order a D&B, and then I go call on them. I’m having such a great time,

One of his favorite industries, he says, is the wine industry. Speaking like

but the bottom line is you have to be out there all the time, calling on

a true lender, he explains, “I understand it, I like it, and, unlike in most

them, so that when the right deal comes up, you’re on their minds.”

other industries, the collateral generally goes up in value over time.”

While opportunities for new business can come from past clients, they

When not hitting the streets of Manhattan drumming up business for

come also from larger banks and from private equity groups. George

Metropolitan National Bank, George serves as the vice chair of his central

explains that the Bank is seeking to assist with the senior debt needs

New Jersey township’s recreation committee and chairman of its fire-

of private equity groups that are purchasing companies in the lower

works committee, and he’s also an active member of the Montgomery/

end of the middle market.

Rocky Hill Rotary Club and Somerset County Library Commission.
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Put Asset Quality and Clients First

and You Can’t Lose

T

he economy may continue to be tough, but according to James

O’Donohue, First Vice President, Commercial Lending, there’s an

middle market as well as from what Jim calls the Bank’s “tried-and-true,

upside, as harsh as it sounds.

time-tested” source – existing customers. “They are always the best

“It weeded out the weaker companies,” Jim explains, “and those who
survived proved they can manage through tough cycles.
They are our clients and the companies we want to work
James O’Donohue
First Vice President
Commercial Lending

Opportunities continue to come from larger banks that are leaving the

with. They’re able to manage their balance sheets and use
banks to support their working capital purposes, not to

source of new business, as well as the ‘centers of influence’, the relationship officers and customer service representatives in the branches.”

“Asset quality always comes first,
profitability comes second.”

finance an extravagant lifestyle.”
Tough economy aside, the commercial lending portfolio of Metropolitan National Bank managed to grow in the first quarter of 2012,
and that growth has been steady and solid.
“Asset quality always comes first, profitability comes second,” Jim says.
“We’re building a portfolio of quality credits, just as we always have.
We don’t put profitability ahead of credit quality. If you put on good
solid credits, you’re going to be profitable.”

Jim says he has a $3 million line of credit going through the approval
process now for an apparel company that’s been around for 15 years.
Its bank had been acquired by a very large bank with a focus different
from that of the bank in the original relationship, and the company was
told that the new bank no longer was interested in their business.
“One of our guys here had worked with them years ago and kept in
touch with them. So we got the call when they learned they needed
a new banking relationship,” Jim says. “It’s an apparel company (not

He continues, “I’m responsible for growing the portfolio, but I don’t

high-fashion) that’s been around, it’s seasoned, it’s ridden through

have a gun to my head to make certain numbers by quarter’s end.

some tough times and has managed to do well. It’s a piece of business

Other shops will throw anything up against the wall because they live

we’re very happy to get.”

and die by their quarterly goals. Here we have goals, but the goal is to
put on good business, not just any business.”

“The commercial lending portfolio of
Metropolitan National Bank managed to
grow in the first quarter of 2012, and that
growth has been steady and solid.”

The Bank hired a seasoned bank officer at the beginning of the year,
George Jarvis (see page 5 for more on George) to help find some of
that business.
“George is a senior guy who’s been around the block, and now he’s
doing marketing for us,” Jim says. “He already has a couple of things
in the pipeline. He’s going out and finding leads. He’s got a lot of
contacts and can expand the Bank’s brand.”
Jim’s outlook for the Bank is a bright one. “Metropolitan National Bank
is becoming that type of traditional middle-market lender there aren’t

Contributing to the growth and continued quality of the portfolio is

a lot of anymore. This is our core business. The field is narrowing.

the healthcare industry, Jim says. “You’ve got an aging baby boomer

The middle market is what we do, and that that’s how we’re going

population hitting 65, so although healthcare has been hit by govern-

to grow the Bank.”

ment cutbacks, the need is still there. We have some comfort in
healthcare and related industries.”

As for whether the economy is going to pick up soon or not, Jim adds,
“The reality is that a lot of our customers have gone through a rough

One related industry is nursing homes. “The nursing homes in our

patch. The economy has a long way to go, but our customer base has

portfolio have all performed to our liking. Of course, we’re picky about

survived a very difficult economy, and that’s a positive.”

what we get into.”
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Look to Real Estate for Signs

of a Slow, but Real, Recovery

T

ake it as an indication that the economy really is beginning to

turn around that the competition for ‘cash flow’ real estate lending in

close. Scott and his team were able to approve the loan in that time

the New York City area has really heated up over the past few quarters,

frame, adding another solid loan to the Bank’s portfolio.

according to Scott Lublin, Senior Vice President, Commercial Real Estate.

Scott Lublin
Senior Vice President
Group Head
Real Estate Lending

Another deal involving a retail property in Queens required a 30-day

Two apartment building deals also closed in Q1, one in Manhattan’s

“A lot of banks that were sitting on the sidelines the last several years

West Village and the other near Wall Street. “The Wall Street deal had

are back in the market, putting assets on the books at historically low

a complicated ownership structure and turned off some banks, but the

rates for five- and seven-year deals,” he explains.

building had strong cash flow and a very low LTV, so, again, we were able

While the investment, or acquisition, side of the business is “still off
the peak,” activity has increased over the past year, Scott says.
During this period, the Bank’s commercial real estate portfolio has
fared well.

to get the business.”
As another sign of ‘improving times’, Scott is once again reviewing
construction loans. “For existing customers, people with the wherewithal to see a project through, we will cautiously look at their
deals. Construction and land are the last two groups to come out of

“Over the past year, we’ve been rebalancing the Bank’s balance sheet

a recession, and the marketplace is still difficult for developers.

and decreasing the commercial real estate portfolio while increasing

We look closely at the potential cash flow of the property as well as

the C&I portfolio,” explains Scott. “We’re not in a full-out growth mode,

the experience of the principals.”

but we’re still originating real estate deals, especially with our existing
customer base.”

“You can always make good loans in
bad times if you focus on the value
of the deal and are confident in the
sponsor’s qualifications.”

Scott’s group is actively looking for healthcare loans to add to the
strong showing evidenced already in the portfolio. “We typically give
operators bridge loans before their HUD financing comes through.
Our outlook on healthcare is always cautious because of cuts to
government programs, but we tend to stick with operators of multiple
nursing homes or other medical facilities. There’s safety in numbers.”
Over all, Scott has a positive outlook for the Bank and the real
estate market.
“The New York metropolitan market is very resilient,” Scott says. “There’s

Scott is fond of saying, “You can always make good loans in bad times

a lot of debt out there, but also a lot of equity. New York City is the

if you focus on the value of the deal and are confident in the sponsor’s

number-one place for foreign investors looking for a safe haven, given

qualifications.” After surviving the recent ‘Great Recession’, he adds:

the economic conditions in Europe. Investors, individual and institu-

“It’s even truer than we thought. We’re very conscious of the financial

tional, are coming from Europe, Asia and Canada to invest in New York

wherewithal of the principals on our deals, and we continue to lend

City and hold long-term.”

to those types very successfully.”

He adds, “The New York City economy, which drives the real estate

One deal that closed in the first quarter of 2012 is a small office building

industry, has held up well, especially the hospitality and tourism

in the Hudson Street market, Scott says. “It had a very low loan-to-value

sectors. And, fortunately, New York has expanded into non-financial

(LTV) ratio, but the building was partially vacant because of a residential

services areas like technology, which is helping to balance some of

rezoning that was taking place. The deal had sufficient cash flow and

the Wall Street uncertainty.”

substantial equity, but some banks shied away because of the vacancy
issue. We got comfortable with the value and the principals behind it,
and we were able to put together a deal that made everybody happy.”

As for the Bank, “Metropolitan National Bank is going in a great
direction,” he concludes. “We’ve built an infrastructure suited to
a larger bank that I think we can grow into in the next few years.”
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Taking Credit Risk Management

to the Next Level

K

aren Rojeski, a Senior Vice President, stepped into a challenging

role when she became Metropolitan National Bank’s first Chief Credit

and the time constraints may impede their ability to originate loans.

Risk Officer four months ago.

The addition of a credit department can be of considerable assistance

“It is a new position for the Bank that gives independence to the credit
analysis and credit administration side of lending,” Karen explains. “There
is, of course, a learning curve for all of us as we develop an effective
Karen Rojeski
Senior Vice President
and Chief Credit Risk
Officer

ment of their individual portfolios becomes more time consuming,

process to insert another layer into the credit analysis aspect of lending.”

in achieving the Bank’s lending goals. During my many years in loan
review, having worked with community banks of all sizes, it is my
experience that when an institution gets to around $500 million in
asset size, the regulators look for the bank to add a chief credit officer
who is independent from the lending area.”

As the Chief Credit Risk Officer, Karen is
responsible for managing and coordinating efforts to mitigate credit risk on an
enterprise-wide basis. She’s also charged with

“I’m looking forward to building this area
as the Bank continues to grow.”

continually improving the asset quality of
the Bank’s loan portfolio. Karen is a member of the Risk Management
Committee, focusing on credit risk.

She adds that the long-range purpose of this new credit area is “to
provide support that the lenders haven’t had previously, which will

While increased scrutiny by regulators may have been a factor in

facilitate the Bank’s meeting its growth goals while maintaining

adding a Chief Credit Risk Officer to the Bank at this time, Karen says

credit quality through judicious loan origination and proper portfolio

that the Bank was at a natural point in its growth to add to its execu-

management.”

tive team, which Mark DeFazio and the Board recognized when
creating the new position. “When a bank grows to a certain size,” she
explains, “because of the volume of the portfolio, the lenders’ manage-

Karen’s involvement with CashZone is limited to signing off on, and
providing commentary on, the credit risk of any new product offering.
The new Chief Credit Risk Officer left a position as manager of a

“This new credit area will facilitate the
Bank’s meeting its growth goals while
maintaining credit quality through
judicious loan origination and proper
portfolio management.”

workout group at a Connecticut bank to join Metropolitan National
Bank. She says, “I knew it would be a challenge and an interesting
position, and I’m looking forward to building this area as the Bank
continues to grow.”
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Owning the Middle Market

is All About Relationships

S

mall- to middle-market-sized companies have remained the

primary focus of Metropolitan National Bank’s business banking

and so the client is getting the benefit of a full banking relationship

activities since the Bank’s inception nearly 12 years ago. According

and dealing with experienced banking officers. This itself is an advan-

to Anthony Rotondaro, Senior Vice President and Regional Market

tage we maintain over many of our competitors.”

Manager, this business has become more active for the Bank of late,
despite the current lackluster market environment.
Anthony Rotondaro
Senior Vice President
and Regional Market
Manager

expanding and developing banking relationships. There are no silos,

Outside Manhattan, Metropolitan National Bank’s banking center in
Boro Park, Brooklyn, continues to build on its market niche as the local

“This market segment is being neglected by other banks,” Anthony

community bank in an area dominated by the big banks. “Consumers

explains. “We used to have a number of competitors in this market,

and businesses alike are happy banking with us. They appreciate

but because of many banks’ internal issues, or their
being bought by bigger banks with different business
models, this has become a niche market and one on
which we remain focused.”
At Metropolitan National Bank’s 46th Street branch, in

“Our branch officers are all seasoned
bankers, each experienced in the
local marketplace.”

the heart of Manhattan’s Diamond District, Anthony
says he has seen increased banking activity from local businesses.
“We continue to expand our existing relationships by providing
additional products and services. At the same time, we’re seeing more
and more referrals from professionals – accountants and lawyers –

the fact that the staff knows them personally and is there for them.
It is many of these same clients who are referring us to their business
associates, friends and neighbors.”

whose clients are banking with the ‘big banks’ but who are missing

The ‘community bank’ moniker has served Metropolitan National

that personal touch and that relationship.” Many of these same

Bank well, Anthony explains. “There’s genuine interest among clients

professionals themselves maintain banking relationships with us,

seeking more personalized, relationship-type banking. With what’s

making for favorable introductions.

happening at the bigger banks, people are noticing more what the

A similar trend is being seen in the garment and textile industry, which
is an industry focus of the Bank’s Broadway Banking Center. ”We continue
to expand our market presence. As our customer base and brand aware-

community banks can do for them. Given our commitment to relationship banking, we’re not fee-driven as are a number of banks.
This alone has led to increased account and balance activity.”

ness grows, our business has expanded beyond the local community

And despite the low interest rate environment, new customer

and is on a continuing growth trend,” Anthony explains.

relationships and branch balances continue to grow, and a positive outlook is being maintained. “We’ve added to our branch staff,”

“We continue to expand our existing
relationships by providing additional
products and services.”

Anthony says. “Our branch officers are all seasoned bankers, each
experienced in the local marketplace. They all maintain a strong
pipeline of the business and personal banking clients looking for
the personalized service we offer.”

Anthony points out that the Park Avenue branch, being the flagship
branch, plays a unique role. “This branch’s impressive growth in
balances reported during 2011 has continued through the first
quarter of 2012. As Park Avenue is the location of the corporate office,
our commercial lenders and branch officers have partnered up in
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Using Technology to Enhance & Safeguard

the Customer Experience

W

hen he got his start in banking, computers were the IBM

mainframes you see now only in the James Bond movies of the 1960s,

available.” To accomplish this, Metropolitan National Bank frequently

remarks Barry Zabell, First Vice President and Head of Operations.

sends literature to account holders and have also placed a number of

“Of course, nobody had a personal computer back then. But changes

cautionary messages and information online.

happen rapidly in the world we live and therefore so must we to best
serve our customers.”
Barry Zabell
First Vice President
and Head of
Operations

course, to avail themselves of all of the precautions that we make

from a technology and service point of view.”

To keep pace with the changes, Metropolitan National Bank is now
working toward the launch of mobile banking. “Many large banks
already offer it and some of our customers have inquired about it.
We don’t want to be behind the curve, however we don’t need to
rush this and not do it prudently. We are
considering a number of solutions to
efficiently integrate mobile banking with
our other online platforms.”

Barry says he’s focused on “doing the right thing for our customers

One of his challenges continues to be instances of check fraud. He
and his department are working to inform clients about the benefits
of Positive Pay. This online service compares customers’ checks
issued with details of checks that are presented for payment each

“We offer a strong check fraud deterrent
with Positive Pay.”

2011 and early 2012 saw enhancements to
online security, with the offering of two new features. “We want to

day. Anything that seems out of the ordinary gets flagged, and the

give our customers as much information and security as possible,”

customer simply goes online to review any potential problems and

Barry says. In that effort, Metropolitan National Bank now offers email

instructs the bank what course of action to take.

alerts and security tokens to their Business Online Banking users.

“Today, if you write a check to someone,” Barry explains, “that person or

“An email helps tremendously – by providing customers with infor-

company has all the information needed to perpetrate a fraud on your

mation regarding their account and online activity,” Barry adds. The

account. We offer a strong check fraud deterrent with Positive Pay.

enhancement of security tokens provides another layer of security

We’re working to ensure that our customers are aware of the benefits.

for customers who remit funds over the Internet.

It is very cost-efficient, particularly if one considers the potential risks

“We want to ensure that customers are
aware of how important it is to take
appropriate precautions, to make sure
their own networks are secure.”

and costs of not using it.”
Barry notes that Metropolitan National Bank is a full-service commercial
bank, dedicated to meeting the needs of each customer. ”We have
the products and services that anybody would routinely require. We
frequently hear from our customers that larger banks don’t value their
customers anymore; that they’re just a number there, not even a name.
At Metropolitan National Bank, we value each customer. We have always

“Even with our enhanced security”, Barry notes, “online users must be
vigilant in maintaining the security of their systems and networks.
Unfortunately, Internet fraud is a very real threat, so no effort to secure
this channel should be considered too great. If someone leaves the
front door wide open, there is little benefit to securing the back end”.

provided, and will continue to provide, real relationship banking.”
He adds, “We may not have the marketing budgets of the big banks so
a large part of our marketing is derived from our reputation and word
of mouth.”

To deliver this message to their clients, the bank has placed an
increased emphasis on customer education. “We want to ensure
that customers are aware of how important it is to take appropriate
precautions, to make sure their own networks are secure. And, of
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Notes

Congratulations
Metropolitan National Bank continues to grow.
New Hires 2012
Robert J. Fucci
Vice President
Branch Manager
16 West 46th Street Banking Center
Vasilios (Bill) Houliaras
Vice President
Business Development Officer
1359 Broadway Banking Center
Giancarlo E. Simonetti
Vice President
Business Development Officer
99 Park Avenue Banking Center
Virginia I. Morgades
Assistant Vice President
Legal Analyst/Paralegal
Legal-Risk Management
Metropolitan National Bank
Franijo (Frank) Polanscak
Customer Service Representative
Brooklyn Banking and Lending Center
Michiah Reeves
Teller
Brooklyn Banking and Lending Center

www.MetropolitanBankNY.com
Corporate Headquarters

Manhattan Banking Centers

99 Park Avenue
Fourth Floor
New York, NY 10016
212 659-0600
facsimile 212 659-0610

99 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016
212 365-6700

1359 Broadway
New York, NY 10018
212 643-6981

Brooklyn Banking and Lending Center

16 West 46th Street
New York, NY 10036
212 938-0770

5101 13th Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11219
718 851-2105
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